Investigation of excess-electron transfer in DNA double-duplex systems allows estimation of absolute excess-electron transfer and CPD cleavage rates.
To investigate the parameters and rates that determine excess-electron transfer processes in DNA duplexes, we developed a DNA double-duplex system containing a reduced and deprotonated flavin donor at the junction of two duplexes with either the same or different electron acceptors in the individual duplex substructures. This model system allows us to bring the two electron acceptors in the duplex substructures into direct competition for injected electrons and this enables us to decipher how the kind of acceptor influences the transfer data. Measurements with the electron acceptors 8-bromo-dA (BrdA), 8-bromo-dG (BrdG), 5-bromo-dU (BrdU), and a cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer, which is a UV-induced DNA lesion, allowed us to obtain directly the maximum overall reaction rates of these acceptors and especially of the T=T dimer with the injected electrons in the duplex. In line with previous observations, we detected that the overall dimer cleavage rate is about one order of magnitude slower than the debromination of BrdU. Furthermore, we present a more detailed explanation of why sequence dependence cannot be observed when a T=T dimer is used as the acceptor and we estimate the absolute excess-electron hopping rates.